THE SPIRIT OF GOLF

Angels and Demons
In the third of their series Harry Yeates and Peter Gardiner-Hill talk about the
development of the game in North America.

T

he entertainment at this year’s Ryder
Cup provided a striking illustration of
the heights to which top-level tour
professionals can climb. Working closely with
the manufacturers of balls, clubs and other
equipment, and receiving support from
management teams and experts in physical
and psychological health, the players these days
seem to be capable of controlling almost every
dimension of the game.
Skilled as they are, and impressive as the
spectacle often is, what worries us is that
today’s top professionals live in a world
increasingly detached from the true amateur
experience. The rewards are astromomical
- in 2016-17 Justin Thomas pocketed nearly
$20m at the age of 24, and this year Justin
Rose pocketed a $10m end-of-year bonus for
the Fedex Cup - with the result that a large
proportion of skilled young players grow up
in an environment geared towards the singular
objective of playing golf for money.
We think it is now more important than
ever to draw inspiration from - and seek to
rekindle - some of the values of the past. In
an earlier article we looked back at some of
the great figures that exemplified the Spirit of
Golf in England and Scotland. In this article
we look at some of the players in the United
States who best represent the ethos of the sport
across the ‘pond’.

American golf was fathered, in part, by a St
Andrews University graduate from Chicago.
Charles Blair Macdonald designed some of
the country’s leading courses in the 1890s
and 1900s. He inspired the creation of the
United States Golf Association in 1894 when
he vociferously highlighted the inconsistency
of the rules in the two national amateur
championships at Newport and St Andrews.
Macdonald’s shining contribution to golf for
the next thirty years, through his position as
both a member of the R&A Rules committee
and the USGA, was to maintain nearly the
same rules of the game on both sides of the
Atlantic. He contributed to golf’s growing
popularity in the USA and by 1913 there were
350,000 registered players.
Macdonald’s good nature was only tested
when he believed the spirit of the game was
threatened,something that certainly did happen
in 1915. As we know from the book The
Greatest Game Ever Played, Francis Ouimet’s
victory over the great English champions
Harry Vardon and Ted Ray at the 1913 US
Open ‘elevated his sport to a prominence it
had never before experienced and from which
it has never retreated.’Yet by 1915 Ouimet was
stripped of his amateur status for reasons that in
retrospect seem absurd.
Ouimet’s greatest example to the rest of
us was to play for the love of the game. He

‘Ouimet’s greatest example to the rest of us
was to play for the love of the game. ‘
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‘Francis Ouimet
(with 10 year old
caddie Eddie Lowery)
at the 1913 US Open.
This image of two
great friends was
chosen as the USGA
Centennial Logo.

came from a poor background and, whilst
becoming a professional golfer would have
been financially appealing for him, his resolve
to remain an amateur never wavered. So
when he ambitiously opened a sporting goods
business at the age of 22, the last thing he
expected was for the USGA to judge him a
golfing professional. It took Macdonald four
years to ensure that reason prevailed, allowing
Ouimet to return to playing his favoured
amateur matchplay competitions.
Through this adversity Ouimet used his
celebrity status to great effect during the
Great War, organising countless fundraising
golf matches for the Red Cross. The Caddy
Scholarship that he helped set up later in life and
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that bears his name is now the second largest
such fund in America, providing opportunities
for a young generation of talented players to
find careers in the game.
The USA has had many other wonderful
proponents of the Spirit of Golf over the years
and Bobby Jones is rightly the most vaunted.
Jones chose to spend his early golfing life
completing his education rather than turning
professional, earning a degree in mechanical
engineering from Georgia Tech and a degree
in English Literature from Harvard. He studied
for, and passed, the Georgia Bar exam before
working for his father’s law firm, all the while
winning every golf tournament in sight. It is
no coincidence that Ouimet didn’t win his
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Foursomes at Pebble
Beach: Sandy Tatum
and Tom Watson in
blue with Andy North
and Bob Willits in the
yellow jumpers

second US Amateur title until the year after matter a lot, and in all sorts of ways he expressed
Jones’ retirement. As most golfers know, Jones real interest in how and where I was hitting
was renowned for his sportsmanship, notably the ball.’Tatum’s own fondness for matchplay,‘a
his willingness to call penalty shots on himself feature for which all true believers in the game
and his indifference to the praise he received should be cheering’, is testimony to his own
for it. ‘You might as well praise me for not contribution to golf.
Relationships such as that between Tatum
robbing banks’, he famously once said. The
quintessential amateur, Jones provides a great and Watson have been scarcer of late, which
example to talented sportsmen and women might be a factor in the USA’s poor run of
both on how to conduct themselves in results in team events. Some of the younger
competition and how to build a life after one’s professionals, to be fair, do have a deeper
playing days are over.
In modern times, ‘Somewhere along the line, the modesty of earlier
few
American generations has been lost – and it is hard to believe
golfers stand taller
that money does not play a part.’
than Tom Watson,
who has achieved lasting popularity mainly appreciation of the game. Jordan Spieth, for
for the reverence in which he holds the example, took the chance to try out a set of
game. Watson and his good friend and fomer hickories on a recent visit to St Andrews, while
USGA President Sandy Tatum toured Ireland he and Thomas provided an enduring image
and Scotland together in 1981, playing at of camaraderie at the Ryder Cup in Paris.
Ballybunion, Portmarnock, Prestwick,Troon At this year’s Open, seven young Americans
and Dornoch. Tatum noted that despite shared what the press termed a ‘frat house’ and
invariably winning their matches ‘he (Watson) perhaps it was no coincidence that, buoyed
kept track of our games so that it seemed to by this friendly atmosphere, several of them
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performed well.
Tatum wrote a remarkably far-sighted
valedictory on the state of the game at the end
of his term as President of the USGA in 1980.
Up until that point, he said, ‘the dominant
figures in the game … have maintained a
solid balance between a sense of their own
importance and the importance of the game
that has provided them with the premises for
their importance.’
Somewhere along the line, the modesty of
earlier generations has been lost – and it is hard
to believe that money does not play a part.The
explosion ofTV rights deals whenTigerWoods
emerged on the scene swelled the rewards
at every tournament. Phil Mickelson was
speaking for all his fellow professionals when
he thanked Woods for ‘jacking up the purses’.

“The Match” in 2018: a step too far?

At November’s OHL Classic in Mexico the
winner alone took home $1.296m, compared
to the $1m total purse at Mickelson’s first
tour tournament in 1991. Many of the top
players, incidentally, are aware of their good
fortune and have set up prominent charitable
foundations amongst other goodwill missions.
The effects of the relaxing of American
sports betting laws this year could be more
dangerous still. In last month’s The Match
between Woods and Mickelson the inplay betting was farcical as well as distasteful.
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Pictures of the players caressing $9m in cash
before the start of the event drew a strong
response from Sir Nick Faldo who said ‘The
bottom line, in the real golf at the Ryder Cup
Tiger and Phil couldn’t get a point. That’s
when you are playing real golf with heart
and passion. Everything [about The Match]
was wrong…”. The fact that it appeared as a
sanctioned event on the PGA Tour calendar is
particularly galling.
Great precedents have been set in the
American game by those mentioned above.‘It
is the respect and love they have had for golf
that defines their contributions and offers an
example to those charged with maintaining
the public image of the game in the modern
era.Whilst the public’s appetite for golf will no
doubt continue to fuel the value of TV deals,
the extraordinary money and stigma around
gambling are other things entirely.The BBC’s
Iain Carter rightly warns:‘Beware the bookies,
a betting culture brings a massive potential
threat to the integrity that golf enjoys. Unlike
$9m to a billionaire, that is a prize the game
cannot afford to lose.’
We are interested to know what Golf
Quarterly readers might think about the issues
discussed and especially interested to hear
any further stories charting the Spirit of Golf
in America. Please contact the Editor with
comments at editor@golfquarterly.co.uk so
that he can pass them to us as we draft our
conclusions for our final Article in this series.
Peter Gardiner-Hill has been Captain and
President of Rye Golf Club and of the Oxford
& Cambridge Golfing Society. He is also
senior past captain of the R&A and 70 years
a member.
Harry Yeates is Peter’s grandson, a Rye
member and and a past captain of golf at
King’s, Canterbury.
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